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The most popular book for this course, TEXAS POLITICS TODAY offers a wide range of viewpoints

from multiple authors, each a recognized authority on the Lone Star State. The new edition

encourages critical thinking and civic participation with ideas for how to get involved, questions to

debate, and current-events based essays throughout. Its rich and nuanced presentations of the

interaction between political elites and public opinion provide a realistic picture of the Texas political

system and its decision-making processes while it also provides the latest on demographic

changes, redistricting, and the 2012 election results. Packed with instructional help and

up-to-the-minute information, TEXAS POLITICS TODAY provides a thorough, candid analysis of

government that not only increases your awareness of state policy and its effect on your life but also

motivates you to get politically involved.
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Very well written book! Lots of pictures and medium sized text. The author also iuncluded

summaries at the end of each chapter which is great for quick studying before a exam or quiz. I

don't have a particular interest in history or government but the author made the topics easy to

comprehend without droning on. My class is using the current edition (2015-2016) and it is basically

the same, I would recommend this book over the newer version. If you are looking to save cash

then this is the way to go, cheap, well written, and informative! My book did come with the back



cover torn but I contacted  they gave me a full refund and I got to keep the book til December! 10/10

experience

using this book for my 2306 government class, im not a political scientist major and i feel like this

book is for those majors. its a little too detailed for some one who is just learning the Texas politics

style. i always have to look at a thesaurus for certain words because i dont know what they mean.

my book unfortunately now looks like a color book because i highlight everywhere i've been in it.

LOL wont be selling this book !

I bought this book for college of course, and it was cheaper here than at my school. With two day

shipping, it made the buy a steal. As for the book, I hate history and government, so I don't care

much about the contents. However, at the end of the semester, I maybe able to sell it to the school

for the same price I bought it for.

I originally bought this textbook for my Texas Government class, but it's turning out to be a very

interesting read. Some of the chapters I skimmed, but others have a really good amount of

information and are well-written.

Perfect for my gov class. So glad I could get it at a much cheaper price and being 1 edition behind

didn't hinder my grade or learning at all.

I needed it for class, got it on time. I was pleased, and it had good information.

Been really helpful even when it wasn't the edition I was supposed to get.
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